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Abstract: 
Among many changes in creative practices in music during the nineteenth 
century was the freer treatment of  the ninth above the dominant, including 
independent V9 harmonies. This essay discusses songs composed, performed, 
and published in the United States from roughly 1890 to 1920. Composers 
include, among others, Beach, Hageman, Herbert, MacDowell, Nevin, 
Rogers, and Sousa.
Unless indicated otherwise by note or citation, nothing in this file has been published previously, with 
the exception of  referenced and unreferenced material that has appeared in other essays of  mine 
published on the Texas ScholarWorks platform or in my blogs. Musical examples come from public 
domain sources, most of  them downloaded from IMSLP (http://imslp.org) or the Internet Archive. Any 
figures occasionally drawn from published sources that may still be under copyright are condensed, 
edited, and/or annotated and conform to Fair Use guidelines. The license under which this essay is 
published is: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States. All new 
material and the compilation copyright David Neumeyer 2019.
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Introduction           
  
Among the many changes in creative practices achieved by European and European-
influenced musicians in the nineteenth century were much freer treatments of  the upper 
tetrachord in the major key, and prominent among them were the sound of  the ninth 
above the dominant, including independent V9 harmonies. This essay explores their use
—along with the occasional V13—in songs composed, performed, and published in the 
United States from roughly 1890 to 1920. With only two exceptions (song numbers in 
operettas), I have restricted attention to songs for salon, recital, and concert. 
For more information on historical and theoretical background about the dominant 
ninth chord, see the introduction to item (1) in the list below. 
This essay is part of  an evolving series whose entries emphasize documentation rather 
than interpretation. Two previous publications to Texas ScholarWorks are closely related 
and provide the grounding for the present one. They are: 
1. Scale Degree ^6 in the 19th Century: Ländler and Waltzes from Schubert to Herbert 
(April 2016) (link) 
2. Dominant Ninth Harmonies in the 19th Century: A Gallery of  Simple Examples 
Drawn from the Dance and Theater Repertoires (November 2018) (link) 
In Scale Degree ^6 in the 19th Century: Ländler and Waltzes from Schubert to Herbert I described 
and provided examples for categories identified by Jeremy Day-O’Connell (2002) as 
treatments of  scale degree 6 in the major key in the nineteenth century: (1) classical ^6; 
(2) pastoral ^6; (3) non-classical ^6. To those three I added a number of  subcategories for 
classical ^6 and two related “species” of  non-classical ^6: “extended ^6,” as 9 in V9; and 
“rising ^6.” The history of  the dominant ninth chord—the focus here—was not just a 
matter of  adding ^6 to a dominant seventh chord, but far more so a part of  the rapidly 
evolving expressive melodic and harmonic treatment of  the upper tetrachord. The 
harmonic entity we call the V9 chord must be fitted into that context. Or as Day-
O’Connell puts it, “Nineteenth-century composers’ seeming infatuation with ^6 
[powered] the evolution from ^6–^5 appoggiaturas to the use of  additive 
harmony” (2002, 46). 
The repertoire covered in Scale Degree ^6 spans the period from 1795 to 1875, with music 
for social dance before 1860 predominating. The survey function was enhanced by sixty 
examples in the second essay, Dominant Ninth Harmonies in the 19th Century: A Gallery of  
Simple Examples Drawn from the Dance and Theater Repertoires. Neither of  the essays looks at 
American songs, but for reference purposes, here is a list of  all the pieces: go to 
Appendix (p. 40).
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The present essay is the first in what I hope will be a set of  several focused on music 
composed, performed, and published after 1880, by which time the dominant ninth as 
an independent harmony was well-established in most styles and genres. The musicians 
of  the nineteenth century were creative artists—most of  them pianists or violinists 
skilled at improvisation as much as composition or score-compliant performance—and 
in the last decades, continuing into the early twentieth century—they continued to test 
multiple ways to exploit the dominant ninth’s expressive potential even as harmonic 
resources in both progressions and acceptable chord types rapidly became much richer 
(and less “orderly”) than they had been earlier.  
	 	 	 	 	 *	 *	 * 
The dominant ninth chord belongs first of  all to the history of  music in the nineteenth 
century. There is a theoretical thread to the story in the eighteenth century, too, but that 
is almost entirely irrelevant to musical practice. And of  course the ninth chord—along 
with other complex chords—is a common feature of  Tin Pan Alley, Swing, and post-
WWII ballad styles, but its treatment in those repertoires largely follows later 
nineteenth-century practices (and is much more restricted than harmonic practices that 
follow from bebop). 
To be clear, I am only writing about the dominant seventh with major ninth. The 
dominant seventh chord with minor ninth already had a place in 18th century music 
and is quite a different expressive entity, even though as a harmony it functions as a V in 
the same way as the dominant seventh with major ninth. Nor am I concerned with the 
non-dominant ninth chords—these differ substantially from the dominant ninths and 
play perhaps a surprisingly small role in 19th century music before about 1890. 
The ninth above a V7 harmony can be categorized in two ways: (1) in terms of  its 
resolution (and the distinction between what I call internal and external); (2) in terms of  
its duration (that is, sound or "color" versus harmonic function). The internal resolutions 
are within the dominant harmony and create a variety of  effects of  expression and 
color. For more on internal resolutions, including many examples, see the essays listed 
on the previous page and also my blog On the Dominant Ninth Chord, entries for October 
28 (link), November 2, and November 3, 2018.  
Directly relevant to the present essay, here are examples of  internal resolutions from two 
waltz-songs in an operetta by Victor Herbert and one in a song collection by Amy (Mrs. 
H. H. A.) Beach, plus two songs in different styles from operettas by John Philip Sousa. 
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The tenth number in Victor Herbert’s The Only Girl (1914), “Tell It All Over Again,” is a 
moderately slow waltz in verse-refrain design. The introduction gives a simple instance 
of  an internal resolution of  the ninth (circled). 
The opening of  the refrain is only modestly more complex but quite expressive as 9 
resolves to 8 in the upper octave (bars 5-8 below). The other points of  interest are that 9 
is freely introduced (no suspension as was heard in the introduction) and its sound is 
expanded across two bars.  
As an aside, the arrow in bar 3 points out the voice’s 7 in a I7 chord: these begin to 
appear in isolated examples in the later waltzes of  Johann Strauss, jr.—such as the Kaiser-
Walzer, op. 413—and then more regularly with Emile Waldteufel, a famous instance 
being the first waltz of  Les Patineurs [Skaters], op. 183.
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“Forget-Me-Not” is the fourth number in Amy Beach’s op. 35. The approach to the 
final cadence is shown below. In a figure we shall see often in Beach but also in others, a 
complex chord arrives at the song’s climactic moment: here it is V9/V, whose ninth 
(A4/A5) resolves externally to the same tone, the third of  the tonic 6/4. The internal 
resolution is in the fifth bar, on the cadential dominant itself, and the voice leading—as 
the annotations show—is striking in that 9 resolves in both directions, up in the voice, 
down in the piano.
External resolutions like the one in the example above raise the possibility of  V9 as a 
harmony (through indirect resolution to ^5 or to ^6) and can sometimes truly supplant 
V7 with an independent V9 (through direct resolution to ^5 or ^6). As we will see—but 
which I think is already quite apparent in Beach’s dramatic treatment of  V9/V—
tension between melodic qualities and harmonic function is a constant with the 
dominant ninth, much more so in fact than it is with the V11 and V13 chords. 
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Indirect resolution to ^5.  Though status of  the dominant ninth as a harmony is still less 
obvious than in the direct resolutions, the melodic parallelisms and registral constraints 
in the indirect resolutions can make them entirely convincing.1 A classic example, very 
similar to those one finds in Schubert waltzes, is from “He was a Knight of  ancient 
familee,” a solo section in John Philip Sousa’s The Charlatan, n1d (1898). 
—————— 
1 For the indirect resolution to ^6, see my essay Dominant Ninth Harmonies in the 19th Century.
The closing cadence in “Tell It All Over Again,” on the other hand, again uses voice 
leading that is oblique: B4 is the ninth in V9/V and also the thirteenth in the 
subsequent V, which I have labeled “V7,” however, because B4 resolves internally to A4.
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Direct resolution to ^5 or ^6. Here are several examples. The first is from Sousa’s El Capitan 
(1896), n2b “If  you examine humankind.”  The V9 is the second element in the 
sequence. The second example is again from The Only Girl, n3b “When You’re Away.” 
Here the resolution note, D5, is “required” but not present. (You can see it in the 
accompaniment. I do not have an orchestral score in hand, but undoubtedly one of  the 
parts—perhaps clarinet or viola—plays E4-D4.) 
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In Beach’s “The Thrush” (1891), another dramatic dominant ninth in the structural 
cadence. Here the direct resolution is delayed over the cadential dominant. Beach’s 
version is sketched at (a), the formula at (b).
Also from “When You’re Away,” and again an inner-voice resolution (bars 8-9 of  the 
example). In bar 5 an internal resolution of  the ninth within a secondary chord.
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And, since I am at it, here are samples of  the varied forms of  direct resolutions one finds 
in nineteenth-century songs of  all styles and genres, all keyed to the Bb major of  the 
previous example. At (c): an oblique resolution in a deceptive progression. At (d): a 
second-inversion ninth chord. At (e): another oblique resolution, in the chord progression 
of  (b) above. At (f): substitution for the resolution note, and at (g) in the final tonic chord 
as well.  At (h) through (k): various expressive leaps. At (m): the dominant “takes over”—in 
nineteenth-century theory and criticism the dominant was commonly regarded as the 
“life” of  music.
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The final example, (m), above is already an instance of  the second category—duration, 
including sound or “color”—in which the ninth chord is considered independently of  
harmonic function, but only initially: the goal is to interpret the (potential) dominant 
ninth harmony in terms of  a balance of  status of  harmony and other elements, especially 
(and largely following Lerdahl & Jackendoff  1983) metric position, relative length, 
register, and loudness. It was the more radical position—detaching sound or color from 
functional syntax—that drove the style innovations of  Debussy and his successors.2 
The final cadence from The Only Girl, n3b “When You’re Away” is a pianissimo “anti-
climax” in which the sounds of  dissonances and complex dominants occupy almost all 
the expressive space and make for a fine contrast with the tranquillo tonic triad that finally 
arrives. 
—————— 
2 The other main factor was the undermining of  the syntax itself. The principal, though not exclusive, 
agent was the extension of  third substitution to thirds-of-thirds, so in C major vi is a functional 
representative of  I; VI is also; and therefore vi of  VI, or f# minor, might represent I. And so on.
And—at the opposite pole—here again is the V9/V at the climax in Amy Beach’s 
“Forget-Me-Not.”
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
“Sweetheart, sigh no more!” (1891). 
The first verse poses a question answered at the end, and then with increasing emotional 
energy at the end of  the second and third verses as well. Here is the opening for reference.  
And here is the cadence to verse one. 
In the cadence to the 
second verse, “sigh” 
reaches a third higher: it is 
now the dominant ninth’s 
^6 (C5) rather than ^4 as 
in the first verse. Note that 
the resolution is internal 
(circled notes): C4-Cb4-
Bb3 within V.
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The cadence in the third verse goes even higher, in both the voice and the piano 
accompaniment. The voice reaches ^9 (F5), but the piano goes Eb6, which marches by 
step down, first completing the 4-3 over V, then going through 9 and b9 to reach 8. The 
strong emphasis on the ninth comes earlier this time, as all of  the first bar of  this 
example is V9, voiced in an interesting way as if  F-minor6/3 over the bass Bb. The box 
suggests that we continue to hear V9 through the first two beats of  the following bar as 
well, as if  the voice’s and piano’s first notes overtop the “proper” 9 of  the underlying 
chord. This is one of  those cases where the sound of  the chord and its expressive power 
match (at least) and balance any reduction to harmonic functions we might make. 
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
The trajectory of  cadential harmony in “The Summer Wind” (1891) is simpler than 
that in “Sweetheart, sigh no more!” but similar in that a figure of  the first verse’s 
cadence (first example below) is intensified in the final cadence (second example). 
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
“The Thrush” (1891). In four verses, where the music is laid out as A-B-A’-C. The first 
example is from the chromatic inner section of  A’, and the second is the final cadence 
already discussed in the introduction to this essay. 
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
“Far awa’!” (1899). The cadence of  the first verse: every note of  the diatonic scale finds 
a place above the dominant bass, with the sound of  the dominant ninth (boxed) 
prominent. 
The final cadence, with a secondary dominant ninth (first box) and the final V-I with its 
repetition.
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The voice leading for the secondary dominant ninth is straightforward, but not so for the 
final V-I, a situation not that uncommon by the 1890s (balance between sound and 
traditional functional syntax is echoed in a balance between smooth, coloristic 
movements and the traditional strictures of  voice leading). Here are the formulas for two 
substitutions: at (b) for (a), at (d), as above, for (c).
Neither (c) nor (d) quite fits the 
ending of  “Far awa’!” As the 
voice offers both Eb5 and Bb4, 
the latter being such a 
characteristic note of  Scots 
ballads that we can’t will it 
away as a “free” non-
harmonic note.
The simplified version offered by the piano—
the third box in the example on the previous 
page—solves the puzzle. The unusual move of  
the leading tone downward to ^6 (Bb3), shown 
at (1) to the right, allows Beach to avoid 
implied parallel octaves, as at (2), but in fact 
her version is a subtle (and much better 
sounding) variant of  the figure commonly 
used in harmonizations of  the ^6-^8 melodic 
cadence of  Scotch and Irish songs, as at (3).
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
“Forget-Me-Not” (1897). 
The climax in the final verse was discussed in the introduction to this essay. Here is the 
earlier, less dramatic version that ends the first verse. Note that the persistent A4 
eventually generates a V13 in a direct resolution to I. 
Here are two internal resolutions 
of  9 from the ends of  the first and 
second verses, respectively. The 
first is over a dominant bass, the 
second is identical except for the 
tonic bass.
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
“Good Morning” (1902). 
The poem is in four verses (quatrains), which the composer sets overall as A-A’ and 
within those as A1-A2, then A1’-B. A distinctive feature of  her setting is a motivic 
treatment of  scale degree ^3, both melodically and harmonically. We can see this in the 
opening: the first harmonic move is from I to iii (boxed), the completion of  the 
progression and first voice’s first notes, include a V13 chord (boxed in the second 
system), and the voice offers an expressively marked emphasis on C4 for “a soft, sweet 
roundelay.” The setting of  the first verse leads to a III harmony for “To whisper, love, 
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‘Good day!’” (boxed). This III harmony is understood as V/vi, but remains independent 
of  a resolution, a device already used by the 1820s and reaching the status of  a cliché by 
no later than 1840. Finally, note a subtly more prominent V13 to open the second verse 
(boxed above). The second verse ends with a cadence to the tonic. The third verse again 
moves to III—see below—and the voice gives even more emphasis to ^3 and its octave 
leap (first box below). And again see V13 to begin the fourth verse, but now with the 
voice taking a ^3 of  its own, as C5 (boxed)
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The motivic ^3 remains prominent in the final cadence, first as 9 of  V9/V—see the first 
box—then as a surprising climax chord: iii over a dominant bass with ^3 in the voice 
(second box). That iii shifts to an expected V7 at the molto rit. but the final moment of  V 
is again the sound of  V13, whose 13th remains in the piano part as the third of  the 
closing tonic—boxed in the second system below. 
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Amy (Mrs. H. H. A.) Beach 
“Juni” [June] (1903) 
This song has both the V13s and the gradually accumulating cadence climaxes we have 
seen in previous examples. At the opening, in addition, is a passing but still expressively 
distinctive non-dominant ninth chord, ii9, boxed.
Here is the succession of  climax points and cadences. First verse: 
Second verse: 
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And close: 
The voice now reaches A5, fortissimo, and the secondary dominant leading-tone seventh/
dominant 9th sound is a half-bar longer (still more than earlier actually, as rallentando 
replaces poco rit).
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Edward MacDowell 
Four Songs, op. 56n1 “Long ago sweetheart mine” (1898) 
In a style unique to MacDowell—somewhere between folk song, earlier American 
popular song, and art song—this song of  remembrance and resignation sets the third 
and fourth lines of  the first quatrain with a half  cadence that includes V9/V and a 
direct resolution. 
“Constancy,” the first song 
in opus 58 (1899) begins in 
a manner very similar in 
style and sentiment, down 
to the harmony setting the 
third line: 
The first verse ends with a half-cadence to V of  vi (D minor). After that, the song takes a 
strongly chromatic turn, beginning with the passage below, including a phrase-ending V9 
of  F minor (box). The goal keys of  the middle section, though, are quickly reached—Db 
major and Bb minor—before a return to F major and a harmonically simpler style in the 
final verse.
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Edward MacDowell 
“Tyrant Love,” op. 60n1 (1902), sets a poem of  three quatrains in three short sections 
where the first and third are almost identical. All of  the first section is shown below. 
The descending figure in bar 1, in a light-hearted staccato, quickly turns into a 
traditional sighing figure by bars 3-4. Bars 1-2 (and their repetition in the third verse) 
are the only place where V9 is heard.
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Rupert Hughes, ed., Songs by Thirty Americans (1904) 
James H. Rogers, “April Weather” (1899) 
	  
Like so many Americans at the time, Rogers trained in Europe, though he is somewhat 
unusual in that he studied in both Germany and France, in the latter as a student of  the 
famous organist and composer Alexandre Guilmant. Originally from New England, 
Rogers settled in Cleveland and became an important fixture in the city’s musical life.
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Harry Rowe Shelley, “The Ride” (1904) 
	  
Shelley was born in New Haven, CT, and studied with Yale faculty. Only later did he go 
to Europe for further training. His professional positions were as organist for churches in 
New York (Brooklyn and Manhattan), and he composed music for organ and for choirs, 
in addition to many hymns. 
“The Ride” is a vigorous hunting/riding song in multiple verses, the midpoint of  each 
bringing the now familiar climax point with a dominant ninth. In this case the resolution 
is indirect but easily heard: in the voice, F#5-E5 above B4-C#5.
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Nathaniel Hyatt, “The Spring of  Love” (1900) 
Hyatt was at the Leipzig Conservatory in the late 1880s. He was born in east-central 
New York and returned there after his European studies. He was active early in Syracuse 
but spent most of  his career in Albany.
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Rubin Goldmark, “The Passionate Shepherd to His Love” (1904)	  
Goldmark was the nephew of  Carl Goldmark, was born in New York City and lived 
there for most of  his life except for study in Vienna and a six-year stint in Colorado 
Springs. Late in life he became head of  composition in the Juilliard School.
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Anthology of American Songs: A Collection of Twenty-Six Songs by Representative American  
  Composers (1911) 
James H. Rogers, “At Parting” (1886) 
The song “April Weather” was discussed under “30 Songs” above. “At Parting” puts 
together the colors of  Iadd6 and V9, with their common ^5, ^6, elements—see boxes. 
The resolution in bars 4-5 is direct, but even more immediate at the end (box; second 
example).
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Ethelbert Nevin, “Serenade” (1884) 
Nevin was known equally as a composer of  songs and piano music that became quite 
popular for salon and recital. He was born near Pittsburgh and returned there on 
occasion, but his was a peripatetic life: he studied in Berlin, settled in Boston, went to 
Paris, etc. 
In the opening, the accompaniment overtops the voice by a third and follows it through 
the phrase.
Later a direct resolution in the voice:
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Charles Whitney Coombs, “Her Rose” (1905) 
Coombs was born in Maine, studied in Stuttgart and Dresden, and spent his career as a 
church organist in New York (Manhattan). 
The first chord is a dominant 13th, and presumably sounds throughout the bar—the 
notation is unclear (see arrow)—as it is plainly meant to do in bar 4. The second 
example is the end of  the verse, the third is the end of  the song.
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Henry Hadley, “Rose-Time” (1910) 
Early life in Boston, study in Vienna, then New York, Munich for further study, and then 
primarily work as a conductor in New York, with side trips to Seattle, San Francisco, and 
Buenos Aires. Memorable achievements include conducting the New York Philharmonic 
for the first synchronized feature film score, Warner Bros. Don Juan (1926), and starting 
the summer festival that later became known as Tanglewood. 
Two excerpts from the song, the first with a particularly clear instance of  two V9 chords 
in a row (though the latter does resolve internally), the second showing at the beginning 
(**) the ninth’s participation in a persistent pattern of  appoggiaturas.
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Victor Harris, “April” (1908) 
Born in New York, Harris spent his entire career there as a very successful song 
accompanist, opera coach, church organist, and conductor. The end of  “April” gives 
another instance of  the now familiar complex harmonies at a climax, here the second 
inversion of  V9/V followed by V13.
Albert A. Mack, “Forever and a Day” (1903) 
(I was unable to find biographical information.) Despite the motivic attention to ^6 at 
the outset (circled), the song does not develop the idea. Instead, V13 is especially 
prominent (boxed).
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And the first short verse closes with a half-cadence that includes V9/V.
At the end, a protracted play between ^9 and ^8 enriches the sound but does not disturb 
the priority of  V7 over 9.
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Richard Hageman 
The only European-born composer represented in this essay, Hageman came to the U. S. 
at age 25 and stayed, becoming a naturalized citizen a couple decades later. He was 
associated with the Metropolitan Opera, the Curtis Institute, the Chicago Civic Opera, 
among others, but is best known now for his contributions to the underscores for John 
Ford films. Two of  his earliest songs, “Do Not Go, My Love” and “At the Well”—both 
published by G. Schirmer—were very successful and are still performed occasionally.  
Scale degree ^6, in Iadd6 and V9, is basic to the sound of  “At the Well”—see below. 
These sounds are heard again in the reprise, but they do not invade the interior of  the 
song and, perhaps more significant, the final cadence, also the climax (not shown), is set 
to a most traditional IV-ii-V7-I harmonic progression.
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Appendix: Repertoire list for two related essays 
	  
Legend:  
  “Part 1” = Scale Degree ^6 in the 19th Century: Ländler and Waltzes from Schubert to Herbert 
(April 2016) (link) 
  “Gallery” = Dominant Ninth Harmonies in the 19th Century: A Gallery of  Simple Examples 
Drawn from the Dance and Theater Repertoires (November 2018) (link) 
Titles given as in the tables of  contents for each essay. 
Henry Appy, Elizabeth Polka (1853)	 Gallery 
W. P. Badger, Union Polka (The Pascagoula Melodies,  n1) (1853) 	 Gallery 
Beethoven, 12 deutsche Tänze, WoO8n2, trio (1795) 	 Gallery 
Beethoven, Ländlerische Tänze, WoO11	 “Part 1” 
Brahms, Walzer, op. 39 	 "Part 1" 
Brahms, Liebeslieder-Walzer, op. 52 	 "Part 1" 
   Brahms, Liebeslieder, op. 52n13 (1869) 	 Gallery 
   Brahms, Liebeslieder, op. 65n10 (1869-74) 	 Gallery 
Chaminade, Valse-Caprice, op. 33 	 "Part 1" 
Chopin, Waltz, op. 42 (1840) 	 Gallery 
Chopin, Waltz, op. 64n1 (1846-47) 	 Gallery 
Czerny, Les Etrennes: 24 Waltzes, op. 32 	 "Part 1" 
Debussy, Valse romantique 	 "Part 1" 
Allen Dodworth, arr., Princess Helena’s Polka (1847) 	 Gallery 
Allen Dodworth, Very Best Polka (1850) 	 Gallery 
Fauré, Dolly-Suite, Kitty-Valse 	 "Part 1" 
Herbert, The Only Girl (1914), Overture 	 "Part 1" 
Hummel, 12 deutsche Tänze, op. 44, coda: Ländlerisch 	 "Part 1" 
Theodor Lachner, Sechs Ländler 	 "Part 1" 
Lanner, “Die 28er” Ländler, op. 20 	 "Part 1" 
  Flora Walzer, op.33 (1829 or 1830) 	 Gallery 
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